Sharm El Sheikh

Ras Mohamed The 'aquarium of Allah'
Ras Mohamed National Park is one of the world's best coral reefs. This is truly a gem of the Red Sea: practically
all fish and coral species resident to the Red Sea are found here, 150 coral species and about 1000 fish species.
Yolanda Reef is the prized diving spot of Ras Mohammed. The magical lake is your next stop now and this lake is
totally out of this world as it contains all the sheds and levels of blue color. Lunch in a Bedouin Tent & one stop
in red beach. Return to Sharm el-Sheikh at afternoon.

Tiran Island
Enjoy a fantastic day tour boarding a lovely boat to Tiran Island 12 km from Sharm El Sheikh. The Tiran Island is a
must-see destination: crystal clear blue water, lagoons and colorful coral reefs. We will stop 3 times in different places
to let you have a great snorkeling experience in Garden Reef, Ras Nusrani and Far Garden. The activities will include
snorkeling around the Maria Schroeder ship. Lunch on board & Return to Sharm el-Sheikh at afternoon.

Dolphin Adventure
Family group excursion offers you and your family the chance to interact with dolphins in a fun and educational shallow
water encounter. You’ll get to see a variety of incredible dolphin behaviors that will display the beautiful nature of these
mammals.

City Tour
Enjoy a captivating blend of European refinement and exotic Arabic
culture under the starry night skies of Egypt: Special Travel Service
organizes Excursions Tours to learn all about the great city you are
holidaying in, Sharm el Sheikh. First you will visit El Salam Mosque
and Sharm el Sheikh Old Market which is one of Sharm El Sheikh's
most iridescent, culturally rich and enticing attractions with bazaars,
cafes, restaurants. Enjoy all types of grills offering the finest Egyptian
barbeque cuisine including Kabab, Kofta, and ecce. Last stop will be at
Naama Bay, a natural bay in Sharm el-Sheikh resort that is considered
the main hub for tourists in the city, as it is famous for its cafes,
restaurants, hotels, and bazaars

Quad and Buggy desert safari
It is a great and romantic excursion. Enjoy Quad biking in the desert. Here
is the interesting fun part where you get to scout out the echo mountain to
experience the beauty of the desert. Return & Lunch in a Bedouin tent of
Special Travel offering spiced Bedouin tea. You are able to discover the
beauty of the desert at Sunset or at Sunrise with single quad safari
or double quad safari

Bedouin dinner by ( quad , camel o jeep ) & show
Journey at Sunset to our Bedouin tent by camel, jeep or quad and
watch the sun set across the desert sands. Relaxed on the cushions
and rugs, you will indulge in a buffet of Bedouin food from rice, chicken
to lamb cooked followed by a special oriental show! Belly dancing,
Tannura show and folkloric songs give you a true impression of the
Bedouin culture. The 2nd stop will be at Echo Valley. After which
you return by Jeep to hotel

Alf Liela we Liela
Situated in the heart of Ras Om El Sid, where found souvenir shops,
bazaar, a Moroccan restaurant , watch spectacular shows like Sound &
Light show, Dancing fountains show and Horses show.
During Sound & Light show you will know more about main historical
attractions of Egypt, will get information about some main temples and
structures built by pharaohs, will get closer to Egyptian dances of
different cities, will watch horse-riders show and dancing horse.
After show sit around a stage where belly dancers will present their
dancers, as well as different national dances of different parts of Egypt
and its cities will be introduced to you by a folklore ensemble. The
program will be finished by midnight.
When the program finishes our tour-leader will drive you back to your
hotel.

St Catherine Monastery & Dahab
St Catherine Monastery is situated in a stunning setting at the foot of
Mount Sinai on the reputed site of Moses’ Burning Bush, St Catherine
Monastery is one of the oldest and most important Christian
monasteries in the world.
After visiting the monastery you will get free time where you can visit
the museum of the monastery which contains the oldest icons and
manuscripts of the early stage of Christianity. It is the world's second
largest collection of illuminated manuscripts after the Vatican. Also visit
the religious library which contains over 3000 manuscripts in greek,

Syrian and Arabic .
By the end of the day , lunch in a nearby restaurant, after lunch will
have the chance to go shopping in Dahab or look around this
wonderful city& then return to Sharm El Shiekh

Cairo (by bus or by plane)
On this tour from Sharm el Sheikh you will visit all the major sites of
Egypt’s capital. Cairo is the largest city in the Middle-East and Africa
Upon arrival our guests will be met by our professional tour guide.
VisitsThe Egyptian Museum which exceeds 120000 masterpieces
ranges from pre-dynastic era as well as pharaonic era of the Grecoroman period in Egypt and includes child King Tutankhamon’s and
Pharaonic Gods and Goddess treasures. After finishing the tour take
lunch in an restaurant on the Nile . Then transfer to Giza Pyramids to
visit the three Pyramids ( the oldest of the Seven Wonders of the
Ancient World) and the Sphinx - the largest monolith statue in the
world. Return to Sharm El Shiekh in the evening

Luxor by plane
Early morning, transfer to Sharm airport , fly to Luxor . Upon arrival,
meeting with our tour guide .
Start the tour with the West Bank to visit the Valley of Kings, The
Valley of the Kings is one of the most remarkable archaeological
destinations in the world - the royal cemetery for the most of the
pharaohs of Egypt . The Valley has many beautiful tombs to visit
the Tomb of Tutankhamun , Ramesses IX , Horemoheb and the tomb
of Tutmosis III .
Then visit Hatshepsut's Temple designed by the architect Senemut,
the mortuary temple is dedicated to the sun god Amon-Ra and is
located next to the mortuary temple of Mentuhotep II, which served
both as an inspiration, and later, a quarry. It is considered one of the
incomparable monuments of ancient time.
Stop to admire the Colossi of Memnon ;two shorter figures are carved
into the front throne alongside his legs: these are his wife Tiy and
mother Mutemwiya. Thanks to some damage, the effect of the stone
warming up in the morning made the statue emit a strange sound like
singing.
Lunch is served in a hotel .Cross the Nile, arrival the East Bank and
begins tour always guided by our Egyptologist to visit the Temple of
Karnak
(called the open air museum) is the largest Temple in the World
covering an area of 100 hectares. The temple complex of Karnak was
built over a time period of 1500 years . Visit also the Temple of Luxor
which is among the most beautiful Temples in the city of Thebes, the
ancient capital of Egypt. The Luxor Temple was protected through the
ages by a deep layer of sand that was only removed in the 1880s.
At the end , transfer to Luxor airport, fly to Sharm, upon arrival,
transfer back to your hotel in Sharm el sheikh

Petra
Enjoy the nature of Sinai desert and mountain of AL Aqaba golf while
driving for about 2 and half hours to Taba port. Then take the ferry to sail
across Aqaba golf and get to Jordan then 2 more hours drive to get to
Petra to start your adventure .
Upon arrival the ancient capital of the Nabateans, each person takes a
Bedouin guided horse to enter the lost city .
After the visit of some graves that are located outside of the city, should be
through the Canyon of Siq, a natural geological feature formed from a
deep split in the sandstone rocks and serving as a waterway flowing into
Wadi Mosses.
This Canyon is one of the main reasons why Petra was such an amazing attractive site for the Nabateans behind a
narrow and easily defensible canyon known as the Siq.
Our next visit should be to the great treasury of the Pharaoh which is known as Al Khazneh, it’s one of the most
elaborate buildings in the ancient Jordanian city of Petra. This structure was also carved out of a sandstone rock face.
It has classical Greek-influenced architecture, it was originally built, probably between 100 BC and AD 200. Its Arabic
name Treasury derives from one legend that bandits or pirates hid their loot in a stone urn high on the second level.
Another is that it functioned as a treasury of the Egyptian Pharaoh of the time of Moses (Khaznet Far’oun).
By the end of the day By, you’ll drive back to Aqaba port to sail by ferry back to Taba and then drive back to your hotel
in Sharm El Sheikh

Coloured Canyon & Nuweiba
An adventurous Jeep ride, 190km from Sharm El Sheikh, reach one of the
most magnificent rock formations in the world. The coloured canyon is a
maze of sandstone rocks in hues of yellow, purple, red, magenta and
gold. When you start descending, you'll notice that many of the rocks are
covered in a chalk-like powder .At some places, the rocks radiate
crystalline colors, at others, and they have a smooth velvety appearance.
Travel from Canyon to Nuweiba where you can snorkel and view the Red
Sea from a submarine. The lunch is included in a local restaurant.

Safari and Abu Ghalum
A great way to spend an enjoyable day between desert and sea: travel
from Dahab to the Blue Hole One of Egypt’s most famous diving and
snorkeling spots to soak up some sun in pristine beaches, relax in laid
back atmosphere, snorkel and discover Napoleon wrasse, red fish
snapper and the green turtle. Enjoying endless vistas riding camel
through the desert while for an hour and half to reach Gulf of Aqaba.
Start the last trip along the coast till you reach the national park of Abu
Gallum that contains undisturbed coral reefs with high diversities of
coral reef fish. Lunch in a Bedouin Tent & two stops: one in Wadi Rosa,
another one for shopping at Dahab. Return to Sharm el-Sheikh

